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Abstract-The occultation technique of determining the properties of the atmosphere using 
absorption spectroscopy is examined. The intensity of a star, in certain atmospheric 
absorption bands, is monitored by a satellite tracking the star during occultation by the Earth’s 
atmosphere. The intensity data in certain wavelength intervals, where absorption is attributed 
to a single species, are related to the tangential column number density of the absorbing species 
through Beer’s law. The equation for the tangential column number density is the Abel 
integral equation which is inverted to obtain the number density profile of the absorbing 
species at the occultation tangent ray point. Two numerical schemes for inverting the Abel 
integral equation for signals of low intensity with statistical noise superimposed are presented; 
one for determining the number density profile of atmospheric species that decrease exponen- 
tially with height, and the second for determining the profile of constituents having a more 
complex vertical structure, such as ozone. The accuracy of retrieving the number density 
dis~bution from planetary occultation data is examined. 
in detern&in 
A theoretical analysis of the errors 
g the mrmber density from occultation data of very low signal intensity is also 
presented. The errors in retrieving the number density profile are related to the intensity 
of the source, the number of data points per scan, and the degree of data smoothing required 
before inversion. As a specific example, calculations are made of the errors in retrieving the 
molecular oxygen and ozone number density profiles from occultation intensity data in the 
Schumann-Runge continuum of molecular oxygen at 1450 A and the Hartley continuum of 
ozone at 2450 A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Absorption spectroscopy is an important technique for determining the composition and 
number density profiles of constituents in the upper atmosphere (Watanabe, 1958; 
Hinteregger, 1962). Most of the measurements have been made from rockets monitoring the 
absorption of the solar U.V. flux in certain atmospheric bands (Johnson et al., 1951; 
Bryam e? al., 1957; Kupperian et al., 1959; Jursa et al., 1963, 1965; Carver et of., 1964, 
1966; Weeks and Smith, 1968; Opal and Moos, 1969; Wildman et al., 1969; Quessette, 
1970; Brannon and Hoffman, 1971). Satellites have also been used to measure the intensity 
of certain U.V. sources (i.e., Sun, Moon, stars) during occuhation of the source by the 
Earth’s atmosphere (Fig. 1). The intensity data measured during occultation are then used to 
obtain information about the absorbing species in the upper atmosphere (Venkateswaran et 
al., 1961; Rawcliffe et al., 1963; Miller and Stewart, 1965; Thomas et al., 1965; Fesenkov, 
1967; Thomas and Norton, 1967; Norton and Warnock, 1968; Stewart and Wildman, 
1969; Hinteregger and Hall, 1969; Lackey et al., 1969; Link, 1969; Reid and Withbroe, 
1970; May, 1971; Reid, 1971; Roble and Norton, 1972; Hays et al., 1972). 
Basically, the occultation technique is similar to the classical technique of absorption 
spectroscopy. The Sun, Moon, or a star are used as a source of light and the satellite 
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FIO. 1. GEOMBTRY OF STELLAR OCCULTATION. Z,(A)IS THEINTENSITY OF THE UNATIENUATBD 
STARABOVETHEATMOSPHEFU3ANDZ(jl,~,)ISTHEMEASUREDINTENSRYOF THE STAR AT TANGENT 
RAY HEIOHT r,. 
photometers as a detector, with the atmosphere between acting as the absorption cell. As 
the satellite moves in its orbit, the source ultimately is occulted by the Earth. During the 
occultation process, the intervening atmosphere absorbs progressively more of the light due 
to the strong photo-absorption features of the atmospheric gases. The occultation intensity 
data can be related to the tangential column number density of the absorbing species if the 
absorption cross-sections are known. The equation for the tangential column number 
density of the absorbing species is the Abel integral equation which is easily inverted to give 
the number density protile at the occultation tangent point. The occultation technique 
works best for a point source, such as a star, where the vertical resolution at the tangent 
point is very sharp (Hays and Roble, 1968b). For a finite-size source, such as the Sun, the 
light rays emitted from the upper and lower limb can have tangent ray heights separated by 
about 26 km when observed from normal satellite altitudes. This complicates the problem 
of relating the transmitted solar intensity to the tangential column number density (May, 
1971; Roble and Norton, 1972). However, once the tangential column number density is 
obtained, it again becomes easy to invert the Abel integral equation and obtain the local 
number density at the tangent ray point. For simplicity, we therefore assume that the light 
source is small, such as a star (Hays et al., 1972) or a small portion of the solar disk 
(Hinteregger and Hall, 1969; Reid and Withbroe, 1970; Reid, 1971). 
In the present paper, we describe a technique for retrieving the number density profile of 
the absorbing species from occultation intensity data. The data-reduction procedure is 
similar to the method of computing the radial emission distribution of a cylindrical plasma 
source, as treated by the plasma physicists. The similarity exists because both techniques 
reduce to the problem of solving the Abel integral equation (Hays and Roble, 1968a, b; 
Barr, 1962). 
In practice, the numerical solution of the Abel integral equation requires special 
handling because of its sensitivity to small random errors in the data. Therefore, we 
develop two separate techniques of numerically inverting the Abel integral equation to 
obtain the number density distribution of the absorbing species. The first utilizes an ex- 
ponential approximation for atmospheric species which decrease nearly exponentially with 
altitude; the second, a quadratic approximation which works better for atmospheric 
species having a more complex vertical distribution such as atmospheric ozone (Hays et al., 
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1972). The retrieval accuracy of both schemes is examined, and a theoretical analysis of 
errors is presented which enables us to determine the accuracy of the measurement in the 
presence of random statistical errors inherent in light sources of very low intensity. The 
inversion technique and analysis of errors, although examined with respect to molecular 
oxygen and ozone, are general and can be used to determine the accuracy of any occultation 
measurement if the signal level and data-acquisition rate are known. 
2. OCCULTATION TJXHNIQUE 
The intensity of a star, as measured by a telescope aboard a satellite, during occultation 
of the star by the Earth’s atmosphere (Fig. 1) is expressed as 
F*(r,) = v 
s 
?Z’(A)Z(;i, rO) d;Z 
0 
(1) 
where r, is the tangent ray height of the light ray passing ~ngentialiy to the Earth’s surface, 
PJ = AQ&, A is the aperture area of the telescope, Q, is the quantum efficiency of the 
photo-multiplier, T, is the optical transmission of the system, T(I) is the broadening 
function or transmission of the dispersive element at wavelength il and Z(A, rJ is the 
intensity of the star at wavelength A and tangent ray height r,. 
The intensity of starlight passing through the Earth’s upper atmosphere is determined by 
considering the combined attenuation of all of the absorbing species along the ray path 
(Beer’s law). 





where Z,(A) is the stellar intensity above the atmosphere and ci(A) is the absorption cross- 
section of the ith atmospheric species. In the case of a spherically stratified atmosphere, the 
tangential column number density ZV$(r,) is 
where ni(r) is the number density of the ith absorbing species at a distance r from the center 
of the Earth, 
Hays and Roble (1968b) cafculated the tangential U.V. transmission for the mesosphere 
and the lower thermosphere. They show that in certain specific wavelength intervals the U.V. 
starlight is absorbed by a single species. These include a broadband region near 1500 A 
where molecular oxygen acts as a single absorber in the lower thermosphere and also a 
region near 2500 bi where ozone is a single absorber in the mesosphere. In both of these 
regions, Hays and Roble (1968b) show that refractive attenuation, Rayleigh scattering, and 
absorption by other minor atmospheric constituents are negligible over most of the altitude 
range where absorption occurs. In addition, they point out that only the relative intensity is 
important for the occultation measurement. The stellar occultation data are therefore 
normalized as 
J 
a W)Z,(a) exp (-~(~~~(r*)) da 






The interference filter used in the occultation measurements is selected so that T(A) 
includes only a wavelength region where absorption is caused by the single species of 
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interest. By knowing the filter-broadening function, the stellar spectra above the atmos- 
phere, and the absorption cross-section, the normalized signal is then only a function of the 
tangential column number density F(rJ = F(iV(r,)). The intensity data can be inverted to 
give the tangential column number density N(r,) = N(F(r,)). Equation (3) for the tangential 
column number density is the Abel integral equation (c.f. Hays and Roble, 1968a, b) which 
is directly inverted to give the number density of the absorbing species at radius r 
n,(r) = - J- f 
m Wtdldrd dr, 
In the next sections, we develop two separate numerical inversion schemes; one applicable 
for determining the number density profile of atmospheric species decreasing nearly 
exponentially with altitude, such as molecular oxygen; and the second for atmospheric 
species having a more complex number density profile, such as ozone. 
3. DATA REDUCTION 
(a> Exponential form. The intensity of a star measured by photometers aboard a 
satellite during occultation is generally weak and usually obtained in digital form (Hays et 
al., 1972). At low intensities, pulse-counting systems are used with a finite integration time 
between data points. Therefore, the intensity data are obtained at a series of discrete 
tangent ray heights F(r,). The normalized intensities are converted to the tangential column 
number density of the absorbing species along the ray path N(r,,) as described in the previous 
section. Thus, a set of discrete values of the tangential column number density is obtained as 
a fiction of tangent ray height during occultation. We approximate the tangential column 
number density between data points in the interval ri < r < r,+l by 
N(r) = aI exp (--fli(r - rJ) (6) 
where ri and ri+l are the i and i + 1 tangent ray heights of the data points, respectively. The 
coefficients CL( and /Ii are determined from a least squares fit to the data in the vicinity of the 
ith data point by minimizing the variance of Equation (6) with the data and smoothing M 
adjacent points (c.f. Roble and Norton, 1972). 
Si = 2 (Nj - a( exp (-&(r, - rj)))’ (7) 
j-K1 
where KI = i - &i/2, Kg = i + ~5412, I?$ is the tangential column number density at thejth 
data point. Then by differentiating Equation (6) and replacing the integral in Equation (5) 
by a finite sum, we obtain 
Expanding the denominator and integrating, we obtain 
n(rJ = L i %lBi 
1 (ri - rl) 1 1 ~ 1/a 
* i=7 (rd + r,)1’2 I 
1+--_-P - 
2 (rs + rJ 4/$ (r< + rJ )( ) I% 
X [erf (&(r,l - r,))“’ - erf (&(r* - PJ)“~] exp (#li(ri - rg)) 
+ l 
2Mri + rJ 
[(rjfx - rJ1” exp (-#%rj+x - ri>> - (rj - rJ”“l I (9) 
where erf(x) is the error function of x. 
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Thus, the number density of the absorbing species at radius rI is determined directly 
from Equation (9) using the calculated values of CQ and pi. 
(b) Quadraticform. When the absorbing constituent has a number density height profile 
which is not exponentially decreasing with altitude, but varies over the scan altitude, such as 
for ozone (Fig. 2), then the exponential scheme developed in the previous section may not be 
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FIG. 2. THE MOLECULAR OXYGEN AND OZONE NUMBER DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT. 
l-HE SOLID CURVE FOR @ISTHE NUMBER DENSITY DISTRIBUTION FROMTHE MEAN cIk4 1965 
MODELATMOSPHEREANDTHEDASHEDCURVEISANANAL~CAPPROXIMA~ONTOTHEDIST1IlBUTION. 
THEz 0, NUMBER DENSITY DISTRIBUTION IS AN ANALYTIC APPROXIMATION OF A MGHT-TIME 
PROFILE AND IT Is GIVEN BY &UATI~N (17). 
best suited for the data-reduction process. In this case, we approximate the tangential 
column number density in the altitude region zi < z < z~+~ by the quadratic relationship 
N(z) = Az2 + Bz + C (10) 
where z = r - rs and re is the radius of the Earth, 6371 km. 
The coefficients A, B and C are again determined by minimizing the variance of 
equation (10) with the data and smoothing M adjacent points 
Si = 2 (Ni - (Aiz; + B,zj + CJ)‘. (11) 
j=Kl 
12 
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Mini~~ng Equation (11) and soiving directly for Ai, Bt and C, we obtain 
(#> - (Y”>(Z))(M& - (~)(zz,) - (M(2) - (~~)(~~~(~(~~ - (Z)(Z)) 
L3 _ (M(Nz) - (Z)(Z)) - (M(7) - (za)(z’))& 
i- 
(M(i2) - (WQ) 
(12) 
where 
As in the previous section, by di~erentiati~~ Equation (10) and replaces the main integral of 
equation (5) with a finite sum and then integrating between data points, we obtain 
II m P 
n(rJ = - 1- ,z, L2Ai(CrY+* - ri2Y - (r;ia - r,2)‘9 
Thus, the number density of the absorbing species as radius rz is determined from equation 
(13) using the coe&ients A$ and Bf calculated for each data point. 
4. AT~~~~~~ MODEL 
The molecular oxygen number density profile in the lower thermosphere, obtained from 
the mean CIRA 1965 model atmosphere, is shown in Fig. 2. For m~t~e~~ti~~ ~mpli~it~, 
we ~~proxi~te this profile by an atmosphere with a constant s&e height gradient 
(Nicolet, 1960), 
H r= H, + /?(r - r,) (14) 
where HS is the scale height of the atmosphere at radius rs, and @ is the vertical gradient of 
the scale height. The molecular oxygen number density is then represeuted as 
n(r) = n, 
tH 
N* 




where rt, = 2 x 1012cm-s r, = 6471 km, H, = 5 km, and @ = O-23 ta give the ap- 
proximation to the CIRA 1965 molecular oxygen distribution shown in Fig. 2. The 
~~~~ntial column number density of molecular oxygen aIong the ray path is determined by 
inserting Equation (15) into Equation (3)? expanding the deno~~at~r~ and integrating to 
obtain 
where S I= /I/(1 t 8) and B(x>-y) is the Beta function, B(x, y) = ~(~~~(~~~~(~ + y) and 
y(x) is the Gamma function, The normalized intensity as a function of tangent ray height is 
calculated from Equation (21 and is shown in Fig. 3 for absorption at a single wavelength 
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1450 A in the Schumann-Runge continuum where the molecular oxygen absorption co- 
efficient is approximately 2 x 10-f’ cma. 
Hays et al. (1972) presented a typical night-time ozone distribution determined from 
occultation measurements made by the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-2). The 
4oo’ 
300 - 
Fxr3.3. TH3 NORMALIZED TANGENTS L TRANSMISSION OP THE ~ARTH’S A~OSPHER8 
WAVELENGTHS AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT. 
AT VARIOUS 
ozone number density profIle given in their paper can be reasonably represented as a sum of 
exponential and Gaussian functions 
n(r) = nb exp (-@ - ~aWf,) + no exp t-t@ - r,)lEQ9 (17) 
where n6 = 5 x lol”cm9, rb=50km, H,=434km, n,=8 x 10scm-s, r,=83km, 
and He = 5 km. The ozone number density distribution obtained from equation (17) is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
The coefficients used in this study give an ozone number density slightly higher than those 
for a typical night-time ozone distribution determined by Hays et al. (1972). This difference, 
however, is not important because the profiles are similar and the main features of the ozone 
analysis are preserved in either case. 
The total columnar number density along a ray path is obtained by inserting equation 
(17) into equation (3), expanding the denominator, and integrating to give 
Wo) = 2~ ezp (r&W&(r&J + 2n, ezp (-((rO - r3K)“) 
-3/P 
x (2r&1’8 ~6) exp (h - ~~)~~(2~~~) 
x exp (fro - ~~)"/(~H,~))-~>-I,X(Z)'~BH,"'(~O - r,)) I (18) 
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where K,(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, y(x) is the Gamma function, 
and D_,(x) is the parabolic cylinder function. The normalized intensity as a function of 
tangent ray height is obtained from Equation (18) and Equation (2), and is shown in Fig. 3 
for absorption at a single wavelength in the Hartley continuum of ozone at 2500 A. At this 
wavelength, ozone has an absorption cross-section of about 10-l’ cm-2. 
5. SAMPLING ERROR 
The accuracy in retrieving the number density profile with the data-reduction scheme 
depends upon (a) the data-acquisition rate or number of data points per scan, (b) the 
statistical noise inherent in a signal of low intensity, (c) the smoothing parameter M used in 
the inversion process, (d) knowledge of the satellite position during occultation, and (e) 
departures from spherical symmetry. The first three items are examined in this paper. Item 
(d) depends on the satellite tracking network and the degree of accuracy of the orbital 
320 
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inversion process. The smoothing parameter M is also a factor in the retrieval accuracy. 
The smoothing parameter is primarily used to smooth the analytic representation of the 
tangential column number density through noisy data points and its importance will be 
evident in the next section. But for noise-free data, an increase in the smoothing parameter 
decreases the retrieval accuracy for a number density profile having a slight curvature. 
At high altitudes, the retrieval accuracy would decrease due to the practical requirement 
of truncating the inversion integral at an upper boundary. It is difficult to convert the 
normalized intensity to tangential column number density for the upper part of the scan 
where the normalized intensity approaches l-0, especially in the presence of statistical noise. 
401 
-8 0 a I6 .20 
ERROR 
ERROR IN RBTRIFXNG THE ANALYTIC OZONE NUMBER DENSlTY AS A FUNCTION OF 
HEIGHT FOR VARIOUS DATA-ACQUISITION INTERVALS. 
To reduce this error and extend the upper limit of the occultation scan, it is convenient to 
utilize a model atmosphere and calculate the tangential column number beyond the upper- 
most data point for use in the inversion integral. 
The error in retrieving the model ozone number density profile using the analytic 
expression for the tangential column number density given by Equation (18) and also using 
the quadratic data-reduction scheme is shown in Fig. 5. The retrieval is good for a high 
data-acquisition rate, but as the data-acquisition rate decreases, the accuracy in defining the 
vertical structure and in particular the ozone bulge near 83 km also decreases. The lowest 
data-acquisition rate considered in Fig. 5 shows considerable error in retrieving the ozone 
bulge. These results were obtained using a smoothing parameter of M = 2. As the smooth- 
ing parameter is increased, the accuracy of retrieving the vertical structure depends critically 
on the data-acquisition rate. For a particular application, there is a tradeoff between the 
data-acquisition rate and the smoothing parameter. 
For simplicity, the results presented here assume absorption at a single wavelength. 
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However, the technique which has been developed is general and can be applied to any 
broadband filter by including a wavelength integration, 
6. THEO~TICAL. ANALYSIS OF STATISTICAL ERRORS 
For occultation scans of very low intensity, the statistical noise which is superimposed 
upon the basic signal intensity becomes an appreciable part of the signal. The errors in 
retrieving the number density profile of the absorbing species from occultation data having 
random statistical noise are considered in this section. 
(a) Molecular oxygen. The solid curve in Fig. 6 shows the calculated normalized 
intensity variation of a star during occultation using Equations (16) and (2). The peak signal 
500 1’1’ I ‘I’ 
rooi- -I 
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l%G. 6. AN OCCULTAlTON SCAN IN THE SCHUMANN-RUNQE CONTINUUM OF MOWULAR OXYQEN 
AT 1450A WITH RANDOMLY SCATTERED STATISTICAL NOISE SUPERIMPOSED. ml3 STANDARD 
DLWIATION OF THE NOISE IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE BASIC SJGNAL LEVEL. 
level in this example is approximately 1000 counts see-r and the calculations are made at a 
single wavelength of I450 A. Also shown in Fig. 6 is the basic scan with a superimposed 
Poisson noise distribution having a standard deviation proportional to the square root of the 
signal level. The molecular oxygen number density proliles shown in Fig. 7 for the two scans 
given in Fig. 6 have been retrieved using the data-reduction scheme described in the previous 
sections. Other statistical noise distributions yield an ensemble of retrieved molecular 
oxygen number density profiles which can be statisticaIly analyzed. 
If we assume that the tangential column number density is N = IV, + AN where I?@ is 
the basic tangential column number density without statistical noise and AN is the tangential 
column number density error due to the statistical noise, then in the approximation given by 
Equation (6) we expand a and p as 
a=a,,+Aa 
B = 13, + AS. (19) 
Inserting these relationships into Equation (7), expanding the exponential, and subtracting 
the basic unscattered state, we obtain 
4* =,xlW, - Aa, exp (-A&~ - zJ) + ~iABt(z~ - ~$1 exp (-/%XZ~ - zJ)l”- (20) 
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The coefficient errors Aai and A#$ are calculated in the least squares sense from the 
relationships 




and are given in the Appendix. 
The intensity of the star, considering single wavelength absorption, is calculated from 
Beer’s law 
F, = W, rO) = F,(n) exp (--a(W(r,)) (22) 
where Fm(A) is the signal measured above the atmosphere in counts set-1. The linear 
variation in tangential column number density due to a signal with statistical noise F = 
F, + AF is obtained by introducing the value of N into Equation (22) and expanding the 
exponential to obtain 
(23) 
If a Poisson random noise with a standard deviation for AF propor~ona1 to the square 
root of the basic signal (Fo)“f* is introduced into the expressions for the coefficients AaS and 
A/&, the mean square errors for the coefficients (a) and (hB,) are determined using the 
propagation of statistical errors theorem and they are presented in the Appendix. 
The errors in the number density of the absorbing species at the tangent ray point are 
determined from the integral 
An(r;) = - L 
f 
* [d ANjdr] dr 
rr +t Jm ’ (24) 
The tangential column number density of the absorbing species is determined by 
inserting Equation (19) into Equation (6). The noise in the number density of the absorbing 
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species at the tangent ray point is obtained by expanding the exponential, subtracting the 
basic state, and differentiating the tangential column number density error AN to give 
Integrating, we obtain 
(26) 
where Ri and S, are coefficients given in the Appendix. The standard deviation of the 
number density error at the tangent ray point due to statistical noise is calculated using the 
propagation of statistical errors theorem 
where 
(An@,)) = ;TIF;‘2 (27) 
TE = L 
C 
jJ (&Xi + si&)Z 1 
and X8 are given in Appendix, 
(b) Ozone. errors in ozone number density by statistical noise super- 
the basic signal are determined the quadratic data-reduction scheme. 
signal intensity variations related to tangential column number 
and the number density of ozone at tangent ray point is 
obtained The tangential column number 
by statistical noise is N, + AN. The coefficients in Equation are 
assumed to have Ai = Aoi AAi, Bi Boi + ABiB,, and Ci = C,, + AC,. 
Introducing these variations into Equation (11) and subtracting the basic state, we have 
Si* = 2 (ANY - AAizj2 - AL+,. - AC*)“. (28) 
j=.Kl 
Solving for the coefficients AAd, ABi and AC,, we obtain relationships similar to Equation 
(12) with the exception that Nj is replaced by ANj 
AA$ = z Qj AN, 
j=Kl 
ABi = F Q~*AN$ 
(29) 
where Q, and Qi* are given in the Appendix. The number density error at the tangent ray 
point is obtained by inserting Equation (29) into Equation (24) and integrating to give 
An@,) = - A 5 [ y (@II& - 2r,Wzi)Qj + WgjQj*) . ‘~1 (30) 
7?‘i==z j=Kx GFOi 
where 
WI+ = (ri+, - r:)“’ - (r: - r:)*” 
W2$ = log, ( ri+l + (&.* - r271’2 r, + (ri2 - rc2)l” > ’ 
The standard deviation of the number density error at the tangent ray point is calculated 
using the propagation of statistical errors theorem and assuming that the standard deviation 
of the noise is proportional to the square root of the basic signal 
(An(rJ> = E, . F$’ (31) 
where 
E, = ‘(2 2 [ [(ZW,, - 
T i=l i=hrl 
2r,%JQ, + T&f1 5($$‘13’/“. 
7. ANALYSIS OF STATXSTIC!AT-i ERRORS 
The error in retrieving the molecular oxygen number density from occultation scans 
having a random statistical noise superimposed upon the basic signal is defked as 
The numerator is the standard deviation of the retrieved number density, given by 
equation (27) for molecular oxygen and equation (31) for ozone, and n(rJ is the number 
density at radius rl. The standard deviation of the retrieved number density is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the unattenuated signal level for both molecular oxygen 
and ozone. Therefore, in Fig. 8 T&(rJ)-l is plotted as a function of altitude for various 
smoothing parameters M. The error in retrieving the mofecuIar oxygen number density for 
Data Interval 4 km 
RG. 8. +&EORBTfCAL ANALYSIS OF ERRORS M RF.TRIEVtNG THE MOLEUJLAR tXCYC%N IGJMBBR 
DENSITY FROM OCCVLTATION SCANS WiTH RANDOM STATISTICAL NOISE SUIWUMPO SBD. THE 
RETRIEVAL ERROR Is OBTAXNED BY DIVIDING THE FARAMWER T&fr&-l BY Fgs, em SQUARR 
ROOT OF THE MARAUD BASIC SXGNAL LEVEL. ?kE CiRCLES REPRESENT TfZB RESETS OF A 
NUMERICAL ANALYSES OF ERRORS FOR &f = 4. 
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any signal level is obtained by dividing the parameter T,(n(rl))-l by FT. An increase in the 
smoothing parameter M decreases the error in retrieving the molecular oxygen number 
density. However, as discussed earlier, the accuracy of retrieving the basic molecular 
oxygen number density protie from unscattered occultation scans decreases as the smoothing 
parameter M increases. Therefore, there exists a value of M which gives a minimum in the 
overall error in retrieving the molecular oxygen number density profile at a given data- 
acquisition interval. The results of a numerical analysis of errors are shown in Fig. 8 for 100 
occultation scans with different randomly scattered noise distributions, There is general 
Data Interval I km 
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FIG. 9. -bEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN RETRIEVING THS OZONE NUMBER DENSITY FROM 
OCCULTATION SCANS WlTJ3 RANDOM STAT7STICAL NOISE SUPERIMPOSED. THE RETRIEVAL ERROR 
IS OJJTAJNBDBY DIVIDING THE PARAMETER E,(n(r,))-1 BY F, , I’* THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE UNATIENU- 
ATED BASIC SIGNAL LEVEL, ?kJ3 CIRCLES REPRESENT THE RESULTS OF A NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF 
ERRORS FOR M = 4. 
agreement between the results of the theoretical and numerical analysis of errors. Also 
shown in the figure are arrows indicating the altitudes of the @I and 09 normalized intensity 
points. The retrieval of the molecular oxygen number density is best for data lying between 
these normalized intensity ratios. 
The standard deviation of the retrieved ozone number density is also inversely pro- 
portional to the square root of the unattenuated signal 1eveI. Therefore, in Fig. 9 the 
parameter E&z(rl))-l is plotted as a function of height for various smoothing parameters. 
In general, the error in retrieving the ozone bulge and the number density below about 
70 km is low. However, in the region of the ozone minimum near 75 km the retrieval error 
increases. The data-acquisition interval in this case is 1 km and an increase in the smoothing 
parameter M decreases the error in retrieving the ozone number density. As the data- 
acquisition interval increases, the error in retrieving the ozone number density increases. 
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For a given data-acquisition interval, there also is a value of the smoothing parameter M 
which gives a minimum in the overall error in retrieving the ozone number density. The 
circles in Fig. 9 again are the results of a numerical analysis of the errors for 100 ozone 
occultation scans with different randomly scattered noise distributions. The general agree- 
ment between the theoretical and numerical analysis of errors enables us to theoretically 
calculate the error coefficients and thus determine accuracy of an occultation scan for any 
signal intensity. 
8. DISCUSSION 
We have presented a numerical technique for retrieving the number density profile of 
absorbing atmospheric gases from planetary occultation data having random statistical 
noise superimposed upon the basic signal. Because of the sensitivity of the Abel integral 
equation to random noise, some smoothing is required before evaluating the inversion 
integral. An exponential technique was developed for atmospheric species whose number 
density profile decreases exponentially with height, whereas the quadratic scheme works 
better for atmospheric species having a more complex vertical profile. These techniques have 
been used to reduce the OAO-2 stellar occultation data and obtain the night-time molecular 
oxygen and ozone distribution in the upper atmosphere (Hays et al., 1972). With a modi- 
fication to account for the finite size of the solar disk, these techniques have also been used 
to reduce the SOLRAD-8 solar occultation data (Roble and Norton, 1972). The retrieval 
errors are determined by knowing the approximate signal level and acquisition rate of the 
occultation data. For each specific case, there is a minimum in the retrieval error determined 
by the degree of smoothing for the appropriate data-acquisition rate and basic signal level. 
Generally, the best accuracy is achieved between the normalized intensity limits of 0.1-0.9 
where the derivative in the numerator of the Abel integral equation changes rapidly. Figure 2 
shows that by selecting the appropriate spectrally isolated wavelength interval, the number 
density distribution at practically any altitude may be obtained in the region where the 
tangential column number density is approximately equal to the inverse of the effective 
cross-section. 
The analysis was performed for single wavelength absorption, whereas measurements 
are made for some finite passband determined by the characteristics of the monitoring 
spectrometer or photometer. In this case, an additional integration over wavelength is 
required in the analysis, but it does not fundamentally alter the results as long as the 
absorption process is spectrally isolated. Actually, a wavelength interval selected to cover a 
continuum region where the absorption cross-section is smoothly increasing or decreasing 
allows deepest penetration into the atmosphere. The altitude range of the occultation data is 
greater in this case than for the case of a constant cross-section over the selected wavelength 
interval. 
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APPENDIX 
Several of the coefficients discussed in the text are presented in this Appendix. 
A/Ii = 






(4’3 =jz>zj - zi> w(--2Boi(~r - 3)) 
(fi") = 2 (zj - ZJ’exp (-28,i(Zj - ZJ) 
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where A = ri - rl 
y = ri,_l - rl 
E = ri -+ rl 
Tj = ri+l -ri 
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